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Smartalock Storage

Storage solutions for the workplace are changing 
rapidly with the advent of Activity Based 
Workspaces. Flexible working leads to the 
sharing of individual workstations and thus the 
removal of personal locked storage at the 
workstation itself. Employees need dynamically 
assigned lockers, placed where they work which 
may change each day.

Accessing locker storage should be as 
frictionless as possible for the user. Keys, 
padlocks, pin numbers all just slow users down, 
leading to frustration and lower productivity. 
Smartalock works seamlessly with the building 
access cards and smartphones employees 
already have to offer dynamic personal storage 
where and when its needed.

Project teams also need access to shared 
storage that is secure but just works and is easy 
to manage. All the while employers and facilities 
management need to see floorspace savings and 
the improved productivity promised by ABW.

 



Smartalock combines best-in-class lock hardware with powerful 
intelligent software into a complete package. Use on existing locker 
designs, including doors with no visible handle or lock. Perfect for 
innovative interior design where lockers can be blended into walls, floor 
consoles or any custom furniture required.

Card - App - Kiosk - Web

Smartalock Works with existing building 
access cards, Smartphone App or via the 
touchscreen Kiosk. End users can also gain 
complete control over their locker, via the 
my.smartalock.com portal. Via intelligent user 
self-service, the facilities management 
overhead of the locker system is a fraction of 
Padlocks, keys or Pincode locks.

 

Smart Design with Solid Hardware

Designed in New Zealand by experienced 
furniture manufacturers working in conjunction 
with experts in electrical engineering and 
software development. Smartalock works 
seamlessly with both furniture and technology 
to provide a secure personal storage solution 
that scales to business needs.

All The Software Included

Unlike other Locker systems, Smartalock 
includes everything out of the box. No 
additional software charges, yearly renewals or 
premium vs standard software packages. 
Smartalock includes the end user Apps, simple 
yet powerful admininstration along with 
detailed analytics and reporting. All inclusive.

 

Low Power and Low Maintenance

Smartalock avoids the yearly maintenance 
replacing and disposal of toxic batteries 
common to battery powered locks. Running at 
just 0.4W per door, with optional UPS 
protection, Smartalock is mains powered, 
reliable and just keeps on working year after 
year. 
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Powerful Hardware

• Power and Data in single cable, 
reduces complexity via simple cabling 
system between locks and controller

• Card Reader supports both 13.56mhz 
and 125khz cards for global 
compatibility with practically all 
existing building card types

• WIFI or LAN connectivity to backhaul 
network - or can operate in standalone 
mode

• Powerful slave controller hardware 
supports upto 60 locks. Master 
controller supports upto 5000 locks.

Beautifully Smartphone Software

• Shake to Unlock - simply shake 
smartphone when approaching locker 
bank to open door

• Intelligent sharing - share access to a 
single locker from within App

• End user self service - release, renew, 
move, remotely open lockers from 
anywhere in the world

• Simple 2 step enrollment process for 
end users

• Powerful analytics and usage reports 
built in and included at no extra charge

Full Featured Lock Module

• Front side indicator light for at-a-glance 
indication of reserved/free state

• Left or right side mounting for flexible 
cabinetry designs

• Soft open doors - pops open 2-3 
inches. Allows for no-visible-handle 
designs. Hide lockers in walls 
seamlessly

• Internal bright white LED lighting to 
easily see inside the locker

• Integrated 1A fast charging USB power 
port for the latest USB3 smartphones

• Power out mechanical override option



Intuitive Kiosk Interface
 

Smartalock touchscreen kiosks feature a full 
7.9inch high resolution colour display - big 
clear buttons for end user interaction or via an 
Admin PIN code can also configure a locker 
bank from scratch.

The Kiosk touchscreen is end user brandable 
for internal marketing, along with a message 
broadcast feature to signal maintenance or 
other information to end users.

Kiosks can be mounted on locker doors, 
embedded into end walls or mounted anywhere 
that power and data outlets can be made 
available.



Simple yet Powerful Administration
 

Smartalock carries on where other systems fall 
short. Manage an entire building or even 
multiple sites from a single lightning fast 
interface. 

Carry out the most common administrative 
tasks in 2-3 clicks. Full audit trail.

Works Onsite or Cloud hosted with bank grade 
security. Regardless of the deployment 
method, no private data ever leaves the 
customer site.



Usable Analytics
 

Smartalock Systems include complete reporting and 
analytics at no additional cost. Obtain deep insights into 
utilization to quickly answer questions the most common 
questions:

- Who is not using their locker - can we assign it
 to someone else?
- How long do people actually use their locker for?
- Do we have too many or too few lockers 
in this particular area?



www.smartalock.com


